Why The
Netherlands?
The best market to launch your health innovation
We are the Netherlands. We speak Dutch. We have a capital called Amsterdam
and a region called Holland (and we admit that this is confusing)

Leading country in healthcare
A very efficient, effective, accessible and affordable healthcare system

IMMEDIATE HEALTH CARE ACCESS
Waiting times and travelling distances to
health care providers are low, with 81% of
the Dutch patients able to be seen by their
GP the same or the next day

Ranked 1st in the
European Health
Consumer Index
for 9 out of 10
years

HEALTH RESULTS

HIGH QUALITY SYSTEM

Impressive results are achieved in
public health, such as a relatively
low prevalence of obesity, rheumatic
disorders, asthma, COP, anxiety and
depression and a positive health
experience of elderly

Health insurance with a standardized
wide coverage is mandatory for every
citizen. Insurers purchase health
care with the best quality for the best
possible price from competing health
care providers

Frontrunner in innovation
An unsurpassed concentration of companies, top-notch universities and a long history of
strategic partnerships between science, industry and government.
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Research & Development
In 2017, a total of €14.7 billion was
spent on R&D in the Netherlands.

14 Research Universities
8 University Medical Centers
33 Applied Siences Universities
Breeding Ground for Start-ups
The Netherlands ranks No. 1 in the European Union for its startup business
climate (Startup Nation Scoreboard).
In the health tech and medtech startup category, there are companies
that are specialised in wearables,
sensors, headsets, apps and more.

Accelerators and Incubators
The Netherlands is home to many
succesful accelerators and incubators. For instance, YES!Delft was
ranked second and UtrechtInc was
ranked tenth in the UBI Global World
Top Business Incubator in 2018.
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National Support
The Dutch government is encouraging health innovation by actively
stimulating innovative companies
and care organizations that innovate.
It has made Life Sciences & Health
one of its ‘innovative top sectors’.

Established Companies
The Netherlands is known for its
prominent high-tech industry, which
consists of more than 1700 firms involved in materials-related research
and development and is home to the
second largest European producer in
MedTech (Philips).

Innovation Leader
The Netherlands has climbed one spot
to the No. 2 ranking in the 2018 Global Innovation Index and is marked as
one of the three innovation leaders in
the European Union by the European
Innovation Scoreboard 2019.

Appealing international business climate
Due to its strategic location, history of international trade and global business culture, The
Netherlands is a country with a great business climate.

Straightforwardness and Speed
When asking a question in The Netherlands, you are most likely to receive an honest and
clear answer. You can be assured that no means no, and yes means yes. This can be perceived as rude or blunt by people from other cultures, but Dutch people consider not being
open and fair about your answers a dishonesty. Because of this openness, you will immediately know where you stand. In combination with horizontal, non-hierarchical business
culture, this contributes to the great speed of business that The Netherlands isknown for.

Bilingualism

90% of Dutch people speak English

Strategic Location

95% of Europe’s most lucrative markets are
located within 24 hours of Amsterdam and Rotterdam

Superior Infrastructure

With smooth roads and the best-rated airport
in Europe for 25 consecutive years

Forbes-listed as third best country for doing business
Competitive fiscal regime
High adaptiveness of innovation
Sixth largest economy in the EU
Outstanding digital infrastructure
Highly-educated workforce

MedScaler BV
42 Workspace Building
Schiedamse Vest 154
3011BH Rotterdam

Want to start scaling to the Netherlands?
Contact us!
MedScaler is 100% dedicated to scaling MedTech and Digital Health Innovations.
We’re strategic minds with business sense and a profound understanding
of the healthcare system, set out to bring promising health innovations to the
Netherlands and Europe. We believe in passionate people, and we want to help you
shape the future of healthcare.

www.medscaler.com | info@medscaler.com | +31 66 81 92 0565

